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The new SARS‐CoV‐2 coronavirus pandemic has actually over 6.3 million confirmed cases and an uncertain but presumably much higher dark figure resulting from symptom free course or lack of analysis due to limited resources or reagents. Depending on the estimations so far, there may be globally clearly over 12 million infected persons, still climbing up. It is impossible to say at this point what percentage of the human population will finally have encountered a virus, but it will be a substantial proportion. All these individuals will have then developed immunity against one or more strains of the virus. The mortality rate of SARS‐CoV‐2 pandemic is so far clearly below that of the outbreaks of the coronaviruses SARS‐CoV or MERS‐CoV, and the vast majority of infected have already recovered from the disease. However, SARS‐CoV‐2 is transmitted more easily, infecting by far higher number of people than the two other coronavirus (CoV) ([1](#cytoa24047-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}).

In the last decade, dengue fever outbreaks had a comparable number of infected, several tens of millions. Most of them recovered and presented an adaptive immunity against the virus. Here, we will briefly discuss effects when individuals with an anti‐dengue antibody (Ab) are re‐infected by the dengue virus and relate the findings with the present SARS‐CoV‐2 pandemic. Our incentive is to discuss features in antibody‐dependent enhancement (ADE) already known for dengue and discuss them in regards of perspectives of SARS‐CoV‐2 infections.

Dengue and Ace {#cytoa24047-sec-0002}
==============

Dengue viruses (DENV) are members of the *Flaviviridae* family and present four serotypes (DENV‐1, DENV‐2, DENV‐3, and DENV‐4) ([2](#cytoa24047-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). They are capable of causing classic dengue fever (DF), dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF), and dengue shock syndrome (DSS) and are the leading cause of child death in some countries ([3](#cytoa24047-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). Commonly, DF presents only mildly symptoms, including fever, headache, rash, abdominal pain, and nausea. Basically, after inoculation by the mosquito, local dendritic cells and macrophages are infected, followed by virus entry into the bloodstream and infection of other blood cells. This context results in leukopenia and thrombocytopenia in laboratory tests of patients ([4](#cytoa24047-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#cytoa24047-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). After some days, humoral and cellular immune responses are efficiently mounted against the virus, eliminating infection. This humoral response produces protective serotype‐specific antibodies. These antibodies cross‐react, but do not neutralize other virus subtypes, failing to offer protective immunity against them ([6](#cytoa24047-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}).

A second infection, with other DENV serotypes, can be more severe and lethal than the first one. Commonly, DHF and DSS occur in this context, presenting more severe forms of symptoms, such as fever, thrombocytopenia, hemorrhagic manifestations, and hypovolemia ([7](#cytoa24047-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). Studies have demonstrated that the presence of cross‐reactive antibodies against different DENV serotypes predisposes the enhanced illness ([8](#cytoa24047-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) and contributes to the development of DHF and DSS ([9](#cytoa24047-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). These non‐neutralizing preexisting antibodies can be obtained from previous infection, maternal passive immunity, or vaccination.

IgG antibodies against the specific DENV serotype could cross the placenta and enter into the blood to fetuses, resulting in a detrimental immune response against other serotypes after the birth. In fact, children with passive immunity from immunized mothers tend to present DHF during their first DENV infection ([10](#cytoa24047-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#cytoa24047-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Similar to natural infection and passive‐acquired immunity, vaccines against one specific serotype produce cross‐reactive non‐neutralizing antibodies against other serotypes, predisposing the enhanced illness in secondary heterotypic infection ([12](#cytoa24047-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). In order to overcome this harmful effect, the tetravalent live‐attenuated vaccine was produced from chimeric structures ([13](#cytoa24047-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). This vaccine produces protective neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) against the four serotypes and has been administered in endemic areas of 20 countries ([14](#cytoa24047-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). However, the vaccine presented adverse effects in certain groups, enhancing illness. For this reason, vaccinating is now recommended for seropositive subjects aging between 9 and 45 years ([14](#cytoa24047-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}).

The phenomenon, in which preexisting non‐neutralizing antibodies lead to enhanced infection, is termed ADE. Beyond studies with patients suggesting this phenomenon in DENV infection, highlighting those described above with newborn infants and children ([10](#cytoa24047-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#cytoa24047-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#cytoa24047-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}), studies in vitro and with animal model also suggest ADE upon secondary DENV infections. Growth curves of DENV in vitro with peripheral blood leukocytes from non‐immunized and immunized animals indicated that preexisting antibodies play a role in ADE ([16](#cytoa24047-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, rhesus monkeys,which had received DENV‐immune cord blood sera, presented higher viremias compared to animals that had received non‐immune sera. Such data also suggest ADE in secondary DENV infections ([17](#cytoa24047-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}).

In DENV‐ADE, non‐NAbs bind DENV, and this complex is recognized and internalized by Fcγ receptor (FcγR)‐bearing cells, resulting in increased virus load and possibly enhanced illness. In fact, FcγRIIA‐expressing BHK cells cultured with sera from patients after secondary infection presented 10‐fold higher virus titers compared to cells without this receptor ([18](#cytoa24047-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, in ADE‐DENV mediated by FcγRs, there was a decrease of antiviral type‐I interferon (IFN) and IFN‐stimulated gene, such as interferon regulatory factor 1 (IRF‐1), NOS2, RIG‐1, and MDA‐5, whereas IL‐6 and IL‐10 levels increased ([19](#cytoa24047-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#cytoa24047-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}). These alterations in levels of cytokines and molecules of antiviral response play a role in DENV‐enhanced illness triggered by ADE.

Potential Consequences Regarding the New Coronavirus Pandemic SARS‐CoV‐2 and COVID‐19 {#cytoa24047-sec-0003}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The critical question is, whether ADE is relevant in SARS‐CoV‐2 infection and COVID‐19. Would morbidity and mortality increase in individuals with immunity against one SARS‐CoV‐2 strain when becoming infected a second time with the same or another virus strain? Could individuals vaccinated with an active vaccine, who had been previously "naïve" to SARS‐CoV‐2 develop ADE when infected? There are epidemiologic similarities between dengue fever and SARS‐CoV‐2 infection. For both, fatalities substantially increase in adults \>65 years of age (at least during the primary infection), and for most infected the disease course is asymptomatic or displays only mild symptoms so that the number of infected is generally underestimated.

Coronaviruses belong to the *Coronavirida* family (*Orthocornavirinae* subfamily) and are RNA viruses like the dengue virus. Specific for Coronaviridae is their "corona" of spikes (S) that has the function of docking to specific receptors on the host cell and inducing the entry and thereafter the replication of the virus. Coronaviruses can be grouped into at least seven strains ([21](#cytoa24047-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}) with SARS‐CoV‐2 as the latest member of this family. Most of these strains induce common cold, but three (SARS‐CoV, MERS‐CoV, SARS‐CoV‐2) may induce more severe disease courses.

Spike (S) proteins of SARS‐CoV and SARS‐CoV‐2 are binding with the receptor‐binding domain (RBD) to the enzymatic domain of angiotensin‐converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) on the host cell surface. The S protein is then hydrolyzed by transmembrane protease, serine 2 (TMPRSS2) and can enter the host cell. Data from the two SARS‐CoV outbreaks in 2003 and 2004 indicate that infectivity and disease severity are positively correlated with RBD/ACE2 binding affinity ([22](#cytoa24047-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#cytoa24047-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#cytoa24047-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). Presently, the RBD binding affinity of SARS‐CoV‐2S compared to SARS‐CoV S is not unambiguous, ranging from10‐fold to 20‐fold higher for SARS‐CoV‐2 S ([25](#cytoa24047-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}) to similar to SARS‐CoV S ([26](#cytoa24047-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). CD147 has also been identified as second S‐binding receptor for SARS‐COV‐2 cell entry (reviewed in ref. ([27](#cytoa24047-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"})).

Wrapp and co‐workers ([25](#cytoa24047-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}) conclude from results using biolayer interferometry that vaccines or neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) developed against SARS‐CoV may not be appropriate for SARS‐CoV‐2. Walls and co‐workers ([26](#cytoa24047-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}) in contrast demonstrated in a cell culture model that NAbs derived from SARS‐CoV immunized mice prevented SARS‐CoV‐2 pseudovirus entry. Even though, mutations at critical sites of the RBD domain could lead to an increasing binding affinity to ACE2 ([22](#cytoa24047-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) and/or CD147, and already existing NAbs in seropositive individuals could bind with reduced affinity to the RBD domain. However, at this stage, the relevance of ADE in SARS‐CoV‐2 infection is speculative ([28](#cytoa24047-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#cytoa24047-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}), but we can learn from SARS‐CoV and MERS‐CoV research of the last 20 years.

A possible mechanism for viral entry based on the ADE mechanism has been postulated ([30](#cytoa24047-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). NAbs recognizing the RBD of the S protein of the MERS coronavirus bind to the Fc receptor and allow virus entry. The NAb‐Fc receptor complex would mimic the cell surface virus receptor and promote virus entry pathways into IgG Fc receptor‐expressing cells ([30](#cytoa24047-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). If this was confirmed for SARS‐CoV‐2, the aim to block virus entry by neutralizing antibodies against S protein domains could have the opposite of the desired effect. Instead of blocking virus entry, cell infection would be facilitated, and the spectrum of infected cell types possibly extended. Such a mechanism needs to be considered for therapeutic antibody and vaccine design ([30](#cytoa24047-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}).

In theory, SARS‐CoV or MERS‐CoV survivors, who still carry CoV specific antibodies, could have been infected for a second time by an altered CoV. These antibodies may recognize regions of the S protein and induce a mechanism of virus entry, such as laid out above.

In line with such mechanism, cell entry of SARS‐CoV spike‐pseudo‐typed lentiviral particles was facilitated in cell lines expressing FcγRII, but not ACE2, in the presence of anti‐spike antisera from mice immunized with inactivated SARS‐CoV or S‐protein ([31](#cytoa24047-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). The human HL‐CZ promyelotic cell line, co‐expressing ACE2 and FcγRII, was effectively infected by SARS‐CoV. Dilution of human or murine anti‐spike antisera or anti‐spike Abs increased viral replication in HL‐CZ significantly ([32](#cytoa24047-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) indicating ADE. In infected Chinese Rhesus Macaques, anti‐spike IgG Nabs, but not control IgG induced fatal lung disease ([33](#cytoa24047-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). All animals actively vaccinated with Ankara virus encoding full‐length SARS‐CoV S protein developed anti‐spike Nabs. Both, active vaccination or passive vaccination with an anti‐spike antibody, but not mock immunization, induced severe lung injury after SARS‐CoV infection. The authors also show elevated titer of IgG NAbs in deceased SARS‐CoV patients compared to recovered patients.

It is well known that IgG subclasses (IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4) present varied affinities to different FcγR, resulting in different immune responses. In this context, experimental results with SARS‐CoV suggest that FcγRIIa and FcγRIIb, but not FcγRI and FcγRIII, promote ADE ([31](#cytoa24047-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#cytoa24047-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, polymorphisms in FcγRIIa correlated with SARS‐CoV severity ([35](#cytoa24047-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). The allelic polymorphism, in a single G or A nucleotide, results in an arginine (R) or histidine (H) at residue 131 of the Ig binding domain of FcγRIIa. This polymorphism modifies receptor affinity and specificity to the binding of different IgG subclasses. It has been demonstrated that this polymorphism affects susceptibility or severity of several infections, including *Streptococcus pneumoniae* infections, dengue fever, HIV infection, and SARS infection ([35](#cytoa24047-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#cytoa24047-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#cytoa24047-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#cytoa24047-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). In fact, FcγRIIa‐R131 polymorphism seems to have clinical implication in SARS‐CoV pathology and possibly ADE. Yuan and co‐workers availed 180 infected patients and 200 controls and observed a correlation between the FcγRIIa‐R/R131 (homozygotes) and severe SARS‐CoV (patients requiring treatment in an intensive care unit) ([35](#cytoa24047-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, individual composition of cellular expression of polymorphic variants of FcγRII, which can vary with geographic region and ethnicity ([39](#cytoa24047-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}), could define susceptibility to SARS‐CoV, COVID‐19 severity, and ADE ([34](#cytoa24047-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#cytoa24047-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}).

While the probability of SARS‐CoV or MERS‐CoV recovered for a second infection was extremely low because of low prevalence of SARS‐CoV with roughly 8,000 cases worldwide ([1](#cytoa24047-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#cytoa24047-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}) and MERS‐CoV with \~2,000 cases, such a possibility is real in the case of SARS‐CoV‐2. Concurrently, our search did not yield any reliable epidemiological and clinical studies on CoV‐related ADE in humans; however, in case of secondary infection with a mutated virus, ADE cases might be observed ([28](#cytoa24047-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). The authors of this article suggest that the concentration of severe cases of COVID‐19 in certain geographic areas results from ADE responses induced by antibodies developed against similar epitopes of local viruses. This interpretation conflicts with experimental results from Ou et al.([41](#cytoa24047-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}), who found that antisera from recovered SARS or COVID‐19 patients had only limited cross neutralization effects of 293/hACE2 cells\' infection with SARS‐CoV S or SARS‐CoV‐2 S pseudovirons.

Several studies with SARS‐CoV anti‐spike S‐protein antisera tested in cell lines or in laboratory animals indicate ADE ([31](#cytoa24047-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#cytoa24047-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#cytoa24047-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, the immune response and production of anti‐spike NAbs are accelerated in patients with fatal outcome ([42](#cytoa24047-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#cytoa24047-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, enhancement of viral uptake dependent on RBD specific NAbs as well as on FcγRII is reported in vitro in MERS‐CoV ([24](#cytoa24047-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#cytoa24047-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}).

In summary, in both SARS‐CoV and MERS‐CoV infected anti‐spike S‐protein NAbs are present. They can induce experimentally in vitro and in vivo ADE mediated by FcγRII receptor virus entry. Previous immunization by vaccination or infection might aggravate symptoms of a follow‐up infection as described above for dengue fever, such complications were also observed for common influence and other viral infections ([24](#cytoa24047-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}).

Are there indications that ADE might be relevant in the SARS‐CoV‐2 pandemic? By nature, at this time point, trustworthy proofs for ADE playing clinically a role are not available and might be expected earliest in fall of 2020. Even so, the potential threat of ADE has to be investigated more closely, particularly in view of the vast number of recovered individuals who have already developed immunity. Thus, ADE is of relevance for the strategies for vaccine development and therapeutic agents. For example, ADE can play a role in individuals with immunity and NAbs against strain A if the next infection is by RBD mutated strain B. Antistrain A NAbs may not neutralize strain B, or antibody titers are too low for sufficient neutralization, or NAbs have efficient neutralizing capabilities, but cell entry occurs via FcγRII into APCs or B cells ([43](#cytoa24047-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}) (see Fig. [1](#cytoa24047-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Potential pathways of aggravation of SARS‐CoV‐2 infection by ADE. Initially, the spike protein of SARS‐CoV‐2 binds through the RBD to angiotensin‐converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) on the host cell surface for virus invasion. After some days, humoral responses develop against the virus, eliminating infection through allosteric and neutralizing antibodies (NAbs). After a second infection with the same SARS‐CoV‐2 strain virus destruction may occur, if the NAb titer is high enough. However, in case of a low NAb titer, ADE may be observed following binding of the SARS‐CoV‐2/antibody complex to ACE2, internalization of the complex and IgG induced stimulation. In addition, immunized patients may be re‐infected with a different SARS‐CoV‐2 strain, such as a RBD‐mutated strain. In this context, already existing Abs could bind with reduced affinity to mutated RBD, inducing low levels of SARS‐CoV‐2/antibody complexes, following by internalization through the ACE2 receptor and ADE . On the other hand, immunized patients re‐infected by an RBD‐mutated strain may present sufficient Ab blockade of the heterotypic SARS‐CoV‐2 strain. In this case, SARS‐CoV‐2 covered by Abs may connect to Fcγ receptors II (FcγRII) on the surface of B cells or other professional antigen‐presenting cells (APCs). This receptor mediates SARS‐CoV‐2 invasion into immune cells, further spreading viral infection into all organs and ADE.](CYTO-9999-na-g001){#cytoa24047-fig-0001}

Yet unconfirmed studies ([44](#cytoa24047-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#cytoa24047-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}) performed early this year reported isolation of various SARS‐CoV‐2 strains from patients with mutations in the RBD. Some of these mutations apparently have increased RBD‐binding affinities. Furthermore, mutated strains seem to be globally unevenly distributed with focuses in distinct global regions. New studies show that all recovered SARS‐CoV‐2 patients (*n* = 29) presented IgG/IgM response to spike protein S1 and the titer of S1 specific IgG increases with age ([46](#cytoa24047-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#cytoa24047-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). Some authors also speculated on the possibility that ADE was induced by SARS‐CoV‐2 in SARS‐CoV convalescent individuals ([1](#cytoa24047-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#cytoa24047-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}), although this view is not unanimously accepted ([29](#cytoa24047-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}), and antisera as well as monoclonal NAbs isolated from eight SARS‐CoV‐2 patients did not bind to SARS‐CoV or MERS‐CoV RBD ([47](#cytoa24047-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}).

The existence of ADE in SARS‐CoV‐2 might aggravate the COVID‐19 pandemic with higher morbidity and mortality, when convalescent patients will encounter infections in the future by possibly mutated strains ([44](#cytoa24047-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#cytoa24047-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). However, the evidence for distinct types or strains in the present stage of evolution of SARS‐CoV‐2, which could account for differences in morbidity and RBD binding affinity, is conflicting ([48](#cytoa24047-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}).

ADE development should also be considered as possible adverse effects of hyperimmune globulin therapy and vaccine development. Duan and co‐workers ([49](#cytoa24047-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}) successfully used convalescent plasma collected from cured patients with a titer of 1:640 SARS‐CoV‐2‐NAbs for transfusion into COVID‐19 patients. While this study was successful in terms of abolishing viral load in 7 of 10 patients together with augmenting saturation by oxyhemoglobin, declining immune response, minimally increased lymphocyte count and partially reduced lung lesions ([49](#cytoa24047-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}), the efficacy is unclear as no control treatment was included.

On the other hand, hyperimmune globulin and vaccine development may carry the risk of ADE, as discussed in detail by de Alwis and co‐workers ([50](#cytoa24047-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). Obviously, adaptative immune responses depend on the vaccine antigen load. NAbs of convalescent plasma from recovered COVID‐19 patients are supposedly different from those produced as consequence of vaccine presentation. NAbs are produced under proinflammatory conditions, which does not necessarily occur under vaccination conditions.

In summary, while innate immune responses could be caused by vaccination, uncontrolled immune responses and ADE are much more probable upon transfusion of hyperimmune globulin. The study of Duan and co‐workers ([49](#cytoa24047-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}) needs to be extended by robust clinical data from double‐blinded studies with control treatments for confirming or not the safety of transfer of convalescent plasma obtained from recovered patients.

Although it is too early to accept or reject the hypothesis and clinical relevance of ADE in SARS‐CoV‐2, actual research in clinical diagnosis and vaccine and therapy development needs to consider such possibility. Even after nearly 20 years of vaccine research for SARS‐CoV and 10 years for MERS‐CoV, there are still not any approved vaccines and antiviral treatments available ([51](#cytoa24047-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}), particularly due to severe complications encountered during animal testing ([24](#cytoa24047-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}).

What Cytometry Can and Needs to Do {#cytoa24047-sec-0004}
----------------------------------

What can be learned from dengue fever and ADE is that carefully designed tests are at need to perform informative clinical diagnosis and reliable quantitative and reproducible studies for basic science as well as vaccine and drug development and diagnostic assays to fight the pandemic. Cytometry has been an important technology to facilitate investigation in SARS‐CoV and MERS‐CoV as well as in dengue research and diagnosis.

Flow and image cytometry are an important part of this endeavor. Quantitative flow cytometry assays for primary cells and cell culture experiments for testing mechanisms of antisera, NAbs and virus attachment and entry have been already applied for different coronaviruses ([32](#cytoa24047-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#cytoa24047-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#cytoa24047-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). Measuring cell and cell systems\' responses after viral challenge including apoptosis induction and cytokine production ([52](#cytoa24047-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) as well as multiplexed polychromatic single‐cell analysis are important for characterizing cell phenotypes, immune responses and cytokine production and their relation to disease course and severity ([52](#cytoa24047-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#cytoa24047-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#cytoa24047-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). Such studies have already started and are urgently needed for a deeper understanding of the underlying immune responses and early identification of patients with severe disease course, following up therapeutic interventions. They are important for decision‐making, which part of the population would profit from active vaccination and which would be at risk to develop ADE. Sorting of RB‐specific memory B cells for the production of therapeutic monoclonal antibodies ([47](#cytoa24047-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}) is an important contribution to vaccine development.

New protocols need to be developed and experiments performed applying best practices for performing carefully reproducible flow cytometry under safety conditions ([52](#cytoa24047-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#cytoa24047-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). Because of risk of infection, many research groups are not capable of performing necessary flow cytometric analysis and sorting of the virus ([33](#cytoa24047-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#cytoa24047-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}) and are often restricted to the counting of fixed virus particles ([57](#cytoa24047-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). In the past, virus size and limitations of staining were a limiting problem for most flow cytometers. In view of that, an alternative method was the coupling of fluorescence emitting reporter coding to virus particles for experiments on virus infection in cell culture ([58](#cytoa24047-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}).

Interestingly, a novel application of flow cytometry, flow virometry, benefits from improving staining methods and technical advances of flow cytometers, which are capable of analyzing very small virus particles, including maturating dengue virions ([59](#cytoa24047-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, reviewed in ref. [60](#cytoa24047-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}).

Protocols for biosafety guidelines for flow laboratories and equipment protecting the personal and environment have to be applied and existing guidelines possibly adapted to the particular situation ([53](#cytoa24047-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#cytoa24047-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#cytoa24047-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). Flow and image cytometry is of importance for the analysis of cells and tissues of SARS‐CoV‐2 infected humans and laboratory animals. So far many of the studies qualitatively analyzed microscopic images ([32](#cytoa24047-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}), but also semi‐automated and automated image analysis was performed for virus characterization ([31](#cytoa24047-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#cytoa24047-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). As ACE2 is expressed in many organs of the human body, including intestinal tract, kidney, heart and brain ([61](#cytoa24047-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}), infection of these organs is likely. Quantitative image cytometry is important for supporting histopathology research and better understanding and treatment of this new pandemic.
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